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APRIL HAMILTON founded by Rosie Ridgway in 1995, the 
business has been fortunate to have been commissioned to work on an 
array of beautiful properties including listed buildings, country estates 
and London apartments.

Our unrivalled professional enthusiasm, attention to details and design 
innovation, has seen clients returning to us time and time again.

Rosie and Charlotte, with their dedicated team, are adept at ensuring 
the smooth operation of each project from conception to completion. 
Every last detail will have been carefully considered for its individual 
properties, therefore offering our clients the best solution for their re-
quirements and ultimately their personal taste.



INSIGHTFUL ARTICLES WRITTEN 
BY APRIL HAMILTON

Why You Should Use A Luxury 
Interior Designer

Hiring An Interior Designer? Make Sure 
You Read This First

Hiring An Interior Designer? 5 Common 
Mistakes to Avoid
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THE ISLE OF WIGHT PROJECT
Located on the Isle of Wight, this magnificent home was a wel-
comed recommendation. Our clients wanted to personalise it 
after an extensive renovation and create a home that not only 
looked beautiful but was habitable. The space was to reflect 
the soulful luxurious lifestyle of our stylish clients.









LUXURY CHELSEA TOWNHOUSE
A returning client from Esher, Surrey asked us to completely remodel 
the property from the basement to top floor, including the terrace 
and courtyard. The style was to be soft country, with London over-
tones, ensuring her personal taste of soft blues and crèmes were 
fully considered within the schemes we chose.







THE DEDICATED TEAM at April Hamilton pride ourselves on 
being friendly and approachable. Whether your project is a house, hotel or 
a commercial space we are here to make the experience as relaxing and 
enjoyable as possible. Developing a strong connection with you, Rosie and 
Charlotte will discuss your ideas to deliver a concept and design scheme 
that you are content with.

As straight forward as possible, we will guide you thorough the process. 
With a direct correlation between the value of your project and your budget, 
your scheme will be delivered without compromising the overall design, 
spend or personal criteria.

Discussing what you would like to achieve within your budget, we will 
provide a realistic time frame and detailed costing for your approval. We 
will help you every step of the way, presenting drawings, mood boards and 
imagery to translate your desires into luxury interiors. Our service includes 





STYLISH COBHAM
The brief was to make their new four story house especially 
homely but glamorous. Whilst we tend to steer towards a 
timeless approach, we still like to stay on trend incorporating 
the most recent popular styles and our client was especially 
accommodating with our designs and we loved how it came 
together.





At April Hamilton we think it is incredibly important to listen to our 
clients and truly understand what they want us to create. Over the 
years we have had the luxury of exploring many different concepts 
and delivering beautiful schemes we are proud of including spectac-
ular joinery packages that allows us to create beautiful rooms like this 
dressing room.



HOME CINEMA ROOMS
We have done many cinema rooms, for our film and music loving clients. This particular one included a raised floor to accommodate the sec-
ond level of viewing, bespoke joinery exclusively designed and orchestrated by April Hamilton which encompassed the screen to the front as 
well as a delicious cocktail bar to the rear of the room, which set the scene for a fabulous cinema experience with state of the art audio visual.



A COLLECTION OF PROJECTS
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